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September 8, 1978 

INTERNATIONAL AND INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS OF REPROCESSING 
AND PLUTONIUM MANAGEMENT 

Working Paper Submitted to INFCE Working Group 4 by 
U.S. Delegation : :"~̂  

A. General 

1. Purpose of Paper 

The work plan developed by INFCE Working Group 4 

provides for examination of alternative institutional ar

rangements applicable to reprocessing, plutonium recycle, 

and plutonium management. The study of regional fuel 

cycle centers by the International Atomic Energy Agency 

published in 1977 has been accepted as one contribution. 

The IAEA has also distributed a paper on "International 

Management and Storage of Plutonium and Spent Fuel" on 

July 13, 1978. Another relevant paper (Co-chairmen WG 6/1), 

while submitted in Working Group 6, includes an outline 

and some discussion of a number of more detailed legal, 

environmental, and other institutional aspects applicable 

to the fuel cycle in general. 

The IAEA papers examine some of the relevant al

ternatives. The present paper has been prepared to assist 

the Working Group in canvassing a fuller range of possi

bilities, and in identifying those which merit closer 

study. The size and complexity of the task undertaken by 
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Working Group 4 make it desirable to identify and concen

trate on the most significant institutional alternatives. 

The September meeting of Working Group 4 may dis

cuss the two IAEA papers. The present paper may be of 

assistance in identifying what additional work might be 

commissioned by the Working Group or contributed on a 

voluntary basis by members. 

Alternative institutional arrangements consti

tute Section C, Tasks 13-16, of the work plan of Subgroup A, 

and Tasks 6 and 10 of Subgroup B. The subject matter is 

very closely related to Section B, Tasks 8 - 12, of Sub

group A, and Tasks 4, 5, and 9 of Subgroup B, which deal 

with technical alternatives and their proliferation 

characteristics. While description and analysis of insti

tutional alternatives can proceed to some extent in parallel 

with the tasks just referred to, institutional alternatives 

must take fully into account the results of technical and 

proliferation assessments. More generally, Working Groups 

4 and 5 examine the economic and resource case for use of 

Plutonium as fuel in LWRs or breeders; any early benefits 

anticipated from reprocessing for such purposes will have 

to be weighed against associated risks. Any institutional 

paper will have to be reexamined and revised when the re

sults of the other tasks are in hand. 
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2. Definition and Relationship to INFCE Purposes 

For the purposes of INFCE Working Group 4, insti

tutional alternatives can be considered to include any 

internationally concerted action relating to reprocessing 

of spent fuel and arrangements for handling and disposition 

of plutonium or other fissionable materials after process

ing, or the broader framework of prevailing procedures and 

practices and of international cooperation (bilateral and 

multilateral) into which these fit. 

Institutional approaches can cover a wide spectrum. 

At one end of the spectrum might be codification and im

proved safeguarding of the present diversified way of 

dealing on a national or bilateral basis with spent fuel 

and with reprocessing and its products. At the other end, 

it is possible to envisage a formal internationalization 

of the nuclear fuel cycle or of its sensitive components 

and materials. A range of alternatives between these ex

tremes will also be described in this paper, with some 

preliminary comments as to their usefulness in meeting the 

fuel cycle needs of countries and their potential value in 

reducing risks of proliferation. 

It should be noted that "institutional" here is not 

considered to be divorced from "technical". For example, 
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one institutional measure might be agreement to put into 

effect a technical measure, e.g., that separated plutonium 

would be "spiked" before shipment from a reprocessing plant. 

Institutional and technical measures are complementary and 

even interdependent means. This papsr will concentrate on 

the institutional dimension and treat technical aspects 

only incidentally. A more integrated viewpoint will be 

sought in the INFCE working groups. 

This analysis is related to the objective of INFCE, 

as stated in the final communique of the Organizaing Confer

ence, to identify "effective measures (which) can and should 

be taken at the national level and through international 

agreements to minimize the danger of the proliferation of 

nuclear weapons without jeopardizing energy supplies or the 

development of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes." It 

may be noted that this objective places somewhat more em

phasis on proliferation risks than was the case in the pre

paration of the IAEA regional fuel cycle center study; that 

study gives careful attention to safeguards and physical 

security aspects, but less to the broader proliferation 

implications of fuel cycle options that INFCE is examining. 

It should be recognized here that participants 

in INFCE do not proceed from agreed premises, in examining 

what the risks of proliferation associated with nuclear 

power are, and what measures — institutional among others — 
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might be taken to minimize these risks. Some states have 

made clear their concern with the proliferation implica

tions of certain fuel cycle activities such as reprocessing, 

and the resultant increased availability of weapons-usable 

material. Such a concern is reflected in the U.S. policies* 

of indefinitely deferring domestic commerical reprocessing 

of spent fuel, and of retaining approval rights over repro

cessing by others of spent fuel of U.S. origin. On the 

other hand, other states have maintained that activities 

such as enrichment or reprocessing may be essential for 

the development of national nuclear energy programs, and 

that in their view these cannot be construed as prolifera

tion activities.** 

The existence of such differences in view regard

ing nuclear power programs and proliferation risks is one 

reason for the establishment of INFCE. The discussion of 

institutional measures in this paper includes preliminary 

examination of instututional alternatives for lessening 

the risks seen by some in certain fuel cycle activities. 

This identification of asserted risks and possible counter-

measures is intended to be without prejudice to various 

*Cf. policy statements of April 7 and April 27, 1977, by 
U.S. President Jimmy Carter. 

**Cf. the U.S. statement (INFCE/TCC.2/3) and the Indian 
statement (INFCE/TCC.2/5) at the June 1978 TCC meeting. 
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positions. Like INFCE, it is intended to clarify the 

reasons for disagreements, and to identify the range of 

measures which might be taken and their value, both to aid 

the development of nuclear power to meet energy needs and 

to reduce proliferation risks. 

3. Coupling of Plutonium Manag-̂ ment and Reprocessing 

While reprocessing and plutonium management are 

dealt with in separate subgroups of Working Group 4, they 

are closely related. They are dealt with jointly here. 

The proliferation premise assumed in the following 

discussion is that a nuclear explosives capability could 

be based on a civil nuclear power program through (a) the 

presence and accessibility of weapons-usable material 

(primarily plutonium in this paper, though references will 

also be made to U-235 or U-233), and (b) the possession of 

the technical capability (facilities, or the requisite 

mastery of technology and skills to construct and operate 

facilities) to extract plutonium or enrich uranium in 

weapons-usable form. The sensitivity of such facilities 

and materials has already been recognized in the efforts of 

the IAEA to apply more intensive safeguards measures to 

them. 

The discussion which follows begins with reprocess

ing. Since plutonium is so central, it must be kept in mind 
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that institutional arrangements such as those relating to 

joint ownership or participation in reprocessing facilities 

would have limited nonproliferation benefits unless there 

are adequate arrangements for controlling the shipment, use, 

and disposition of plutonium, perhaps even the physical 

form in which it would enter international commerce. 

4. Bearing on Work of Other Working Groups 

While the focus of this paper is on reprocessing 

and plutonium management, which are the responsibilities of 

Working Group 4, the work of the other four working groups 

which deal with the back-end of the fuel cycle is inevi

tably touched on. Working Groups 5 and 8 treat the various 

advanced reactor types which might produce the spent fuel 

which would be reprocessed and whose separated plutonium 

or other products would then be handled and used within 

various institutional frameworks. To some degree Working 

Group 6 treats an interim or long-term alternative to 

reprocessing; and Working Group 7 deals with radioactive 

wastes from reprocessing as well as from other stages of 

the fuel cycle. The framework for analysis of instututional 

alternatives developed by Working Group 4, therefore, may 
i 

prove to be useful for this aspect of other back-end work

ing groups as well. 
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There are interrelationships with aspects of the 

tasks of Working Groups 1-3 also, (e.g., uranium resource 

utilization and the contribution which might be made by use 

of plutonium as fuel, the possible colocation of enrichment 

facilities at fuel cycle centers). They are discussed 

briefly in the concluding sections, but may more approriately 

be considered in connection with the overall INFCE report. 

*B. Reprocessing Alternatives 

1. Present Situation 

International plans and policies regarding repro

cessing currently vary greatly: 

— Some countries have or are planning reprocess

ing facilities. 

— Some other countries plan to have spent fuel 

reprocessed in facilities of countries offering such 

services. 

— Some have no present plans to construct repro

cessing facilities or contract for reprocessing services. 

~ Some countries have formally deferred repro

cessing. 

•The discussion of each alternative here and in Section C 
is designed to provide a general but balanced idertification 
of principal considerations. If the Working Group decides 
to pursue study of one or more, or to develop further a 
general paper like this preliminary one, a much more 
exhaustive analysis would be required drawing on related 
technical and proliferation studies which are scheduled 
to be available soon in INFCE. 
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— Some suppliers retain a veto over reprocessing 

of spent fuel originating with them, as well as over 

disposition of the plutonium from any permitted repro

cessing. Suppliers of reprocessing services also exercise 

some controls over export of recovered materials. Countries 

with operating reactors thus may not have freedom of 

action to reprocess or contract for foreign reprocessing 

of spent fuel. 

~ Some supplier states in concert exercise re

straint over export of reprocessing equipment or technology. 

These disparities in policy and practice result in 

a regime which is imperfect from a nonproliferation view

point, and hampers and complicates nuclear trade and 

operations. Supplier-imposed conditions and constraints 

are arbitrary in the view of some operators or customers 

of reprocessing services. A system offering agreed re

processing procedures and controls, acceptable to and 

applicable to both suppliers and customers/ could be more 

efficient and preferable for nuclear power planning. INFCE 

is examining among other issues whether or when reprocessing 

may be necessary and advantageous. Here we look at possible 

systems to see whether they appear practical and whether 

adequate nonproliferation barriers can be incorporated. 
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Reprocessing facilities of conventional design yield 

a product (plutonium) which is directly or readily converti

ble to weapons use.. Facilities under national control, 

even if operated to yield a product not immediately con

vertible to weapons use, present a proliferation risk 

through an inherent capability to produce weapons-usable 

material. Institutional measures intended to reduce 

these risks can include agreements on improved safeguards, 

on technical or operating conditions, and on organizational 

or procedural arrangements. The alternatives that follow 

identify a range of possibilities and, in general terms, 

what they might achieve and the remaining deficiencies. 

2. Alternatives 

a. Delayed Reprocessing 

Under such a regime, the operation of reprocessing 

plants would be suspended; already separated plutonium would 

be stored or used only for carefully supervised reactor R&D; 

and nuclear power for some time to come would be obtained 

from once-through reactor cycles with spent fuel put in 

long-term retrievable storage. The option of reprocessing 

would, however, remain open whenever circumstances made this 

desirable. 

This alternative raises resource, economic, 

waste disposal, safeguards, and nonproliferation issues 
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which are being examined in several INFCE working groups. 

If a consensus is reached, it would be relatively simple 

to implement, the principal problems relating to provision 

and safeguarding of spent fuel storage or disposal. 

b. National Reprocessing Facilities with Reliance 
on IAEA Safeguards 

Countries would manage and operate reprocessing 

(and related conversion and fabrication) facilities, for 

their own spent fuel and that of customer states. There 

would be no controls exercised by other states (e.g., the 

original suppliers of materials) over reprocessing of 

spent fuel or the subsequent disposition of its uranium 

and plutonium content. The only international involvement 

would be the application of IAEA safeguards. In order to 

enhance the proliferation resistance of this alternative, 

studies and analyses could be pursued with the objectives 

of incorporating design features in such facilities which 

would facilitate the application of international safeguards, 

and the safeguards procedures and techniques could provide 

for the use of the most advanced technology and for in

creased inspection access and frequency to improve detection 

of any diversion or use of the facilities for other than 

declared purposes. 
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Such a regime would provide maximum flexibility 

in national nuclear power decisions, and would avoid the 

potential inefficiencies and complexities that might attend 

multinational operations or bilateral arrangements that 

involve supplier rights over the reprocessing and disposi

tion of special fissionable materials. 

On the other hand doubts have been raised whether 

the international community could have sufficient confidence 

in the proliferation resistance of a reprocessing regime 

consisting of dispersed national facilities and protected 

principally by international safeguards. Although IAEA 

safeguards have made an essential contribution to deterring 

the spread of nuclear weapons, the Agency has had little 

experience thus far in safeguarding reprocessing facilities. 

While significant efforts are being made to improve the 

technical effectiveness of safeguards, safeguarding large 

bulk facilities such as reprocessing plants and associated 

conversion and fabrication facilities is inherently more 

difficult than, for example, safeguarding light water 

reactors. More fundamentally, the increasing flow and stocks 
i 

of separated plutonium outside the reprocessing facility 
i 

raise problems different in kind from those associated with 

spent fuel and operation of LWRs. Some states have 

questioned whether even technically perfect safeguards, by 
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themselves, can provide the international community with 

timely warning of diversion when directly weapons-usable 

materials are widely present or easily accessible, and 

many states have under their control stocks of separated 

Pu or the capability to produce them from spent fuel or 

from mixed oxide fuel even with spiking. 

c. Reprocessing Services Limited to a Few Large 
National Facilities 

This alternative differs from the preceding 

principally in that a few large national plants would 

serve as suppliers or reprocessing services to the rest 

of the world. One objective of this alternative would be 

to take advantage of the substantial economies of scale 

associated with large reprocessing facilities (e.g., 1500 

tonnes per year) as well as those associated with large re-

fabrication plants. These relatively few large-scale 

facilities could provide reprocessing, storage, and 

fabrication services to countries whose nuclear power 

programs would not yet be large enough to warrant national 

facilities on economic grounds. Additional facilities 

would be constructed in the safest possible locations, 

and only as needed to meet energy requirements. 

In addition to the efficiencies of a system 

with a few large more economical plants as opposed to many 

small widely dispersed and costly small facilities, this 
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option would have the operational advantages associated 

with nationally run facilities, avoiding any potential 

delays and complexities of multinationally or inter

nationally owned or managed plants. 

This alternative would limit the number of 

locations in which sensitive activities and materials 

would be present and subject to diversion or use for 

other than declared purposes. Having only a few plants 

where safeguards are required would assist in the efficient 

allocation of limited safeguards resources. To enhance 

further the proliferation-resistance of this alternative, 

advanced international safeguards technologies and pro

cedures (e.g., continuous surveillance) could be employed 

in these plants. 

Finding a generally acceptable basis for 

selecting the location of a limited number of reprocessing 

facilities might prove politically very difficult. More 

fundamentally, such an approach does nothing to limit the 

flow and dispersion of potentially weapons-usable material. 

It limits only the number of active reprocessing capabilities — 

and that only for a time. To deal with this inherent 

deficiency, plutonium management measures might be added. 

d. Addition of Plutonium Management Systems to 
Alternatives (b) or (c)" 

Alternatives b. or c., as well as the present 
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situation, can lead to accumulation of increasing amounts 

of plutonium, much of it in separated or easily separable 

form and usable for. nuclear weapons. In the years just 

ahead, accumulated amounts of plutonium thus vulnerable to 

diversion, misuse, or seizure would exceed potential demand 

for recycle or reactor R&D, and might be stored in a number 

of dispersed national facilities. 

These risks could be reduced, if reprocessing 

occurs, by application of plutonium management measures 

discussed below in Section C. Such measures could be 

instituted by general agreement, or by agreement among 

specific sets of reprocessors, suppliers of fuel or re

actors, and fuel owners. Provisions might relate to the 

form in which the plutonium would be shipped or stored or 

fabricated in order to maintain radiation or other 

barriers to separation into weapons-usable form, 

centralized and/or international storage, release 

conditions and verification of use, strict physical 

security during transportation, etc. 

Technical studies in Forking Groups 4 and 5 

of INFCE are assessing the feasibility, cost, and value for 

proliferation resistance of these various measures. Such 

evaluation is an indispensable prerequisite to a judgment 

as to whether these measures could be institutionalized 
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and provide adequate protection over separation and use of 

Plutonium. 

e. Multinational Centers 

The possible nuclear power and nonproliferation 

benefits of conducting sensitive nuclear fuel cycle 

activities by or under the auspices of multinational 

institutions have attracted interest from time to time, 

and institutions for this purpose have been the subject 

of previous examination. The IAEA's 1977 study of 

regional fuel cycle centers assesses the ways in which 

such facilities might be organized and operated to pro

vide nuclear fuel services to participants. The April 

1978 "Barnwell Nuclear Fuels Plant Applicability Study" 

by the U.S. Department of Energy includes an assessment 

of the advantages and disadvantages of various options 

for international management of such centers*; it is being 

separately distributed to members of Working Group 4. 

The institutions herein referred to as multi

national centers (MNCs) are those which undertake re

processing, with or without auxiliary fuel cycle activities 

such as spent fuel storage or mixed oxide fuel fabrication, 

*DOE/ET-0040/2, April 1978. See Volume II, Section 6, 
"Evaluation of Ownership - Management Options." 
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for more than one country, and which are owned and operated 

by, or function under the auspices of, an organization of 

which two or more states are members. It is, of course, 

assumed throughout this discussion that the centers are 

subject to safeguards of the IAEA. 

Such institutions would involve a complex set 

of operational, financial, economic and supply conse

quences which entail both benefits and drawbacks for 

participating nations. Reliance on MNCs for fuel cycle 

services can reduce national independence in deciding on 

the nature, amount and timing of these services. On the 

other hand, through association with nations which may 

possess greater technical capabilities and more efficient 

and proven technology, MNCs may well enhance the overall 

assurance of supply of the services in question. The 

question of financing presents similar considerations. 

The pooling of resources from several nations can overcome 

financial difficulties which individual members might 

experience in attempting to provide the same services 

independently. Financial arrangements also introduce 

complexities. 

Economics is another aspect of interest. Most 

fuel cycle operations are more economic when conducted on 

a larger scale. These economies of scale are particularly 
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significant in the case of reprocessing. As the IAEA study 

on RFCCs points out, RPCCs can offer improved overall 

economics particularly to those members whose national 

demand for the services in question would not allow the 

construction of optimally-sized facilities. The added 

complexities and associated inefficiencies which may 

accompany multinational ownership, management or staffing 

are difficult to quantify. Several multinational insti

tutions (e.g., Urenco, Eurodif, Eurochemic) for the pro

vision of fuel cycle services have been successfully 

established. 

Studies are in general agreement that institutions 

of this nature should have a two-tiered structure in which 

questions which are of essentially a political nature may 

be dealt with by the senior political tier, while normal 

operating questions are dealt with by a nonpolitical tier. 

Structures of this type are designed to overcome the 

concern that the involvement of several governments in the 

management and operational decisions relating to an activity 

as complex as reprocessing would seriously complicate the 
i 

venture if not render it unworkable. Multi-tiered 
i 

organizations have been successfully employed in existing 
i 

multinational fuel cycle and other non-nuclear enterprises; 
i 

Urenco and Intelsat are well-known examples. 
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The nonproliferation benefits roost frequently 

cited for multinational centers are, first, the stronger 

barriers they impose against withdrawal from or abroga

tion of safeguards and other nonproliferation undertakings, 

or appropriation of the facility for national purposes; 

second, the prospect that their successful operation would 

lead to a reduction in the total number of national 

sensitive facilities which might otherwise come into 

existence, and that the process of reaching agreement on 

their location would tend to result in safe sites; and, 

third, their ability to offer greater assurance of 

detection, and thus of deterrence, of diversions than 

might be achievable with safeguards alone. These benefits 

would be in addition to those inherent in the inter

national safeguards and nonproliferation undertakings 

which would also be applicable to the facility, as well 

as any proliferation-resistant technologies or procedures 

which might be incorporated in the facility. 

The expectation of improved effectiveness 

against diversion of materials (or of the whole facility) 

is based on the belief that, as a consequence of multi

national staffing, the personnel of such centers will be 

subject to closer scrutiny by nationals of other member 

countries than would be feasible through the activities 

of outside inspectors. Moreover, since this close scrutiny 
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would be by personnel who also have operating responsi

bilities, it would be achieved at little or no incremental 

cost, and without any additional safeguards intrusiveness. 

In effect, MNCs would possess a "built-in" inspection 

system, though its reliability would depend on the 

qualifications, diversity, and balanced composition of 

the staff. 

Alternatively, enhanced effectiveness of 

diversion detection might be achieved in MNCs by focussing 

on one key activity. For example, materials accounting 

might be handled by an internal multinational staff re

porting directly to the political level directorate of 

the institutions. While this approach does not take 

advantage of the "built-in" inspection capabilities of a 

multinational operating staff, it still might achieve a 

high-level of technical effectiveness more readily than 

can an international safeguards system, and with less 

occasion for access to proprietary or other sensitive 

information. 

MNCs also bring with them some potential non-

proliferation risks. Inherent in multinational manage

ment and operation will be some thrust toward broader 

and more rapid diffusion of sensitive nuclear technology. 

Some compartmentalization of proprietary and other 
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sensitive technology may be feasible and acceptable. 

But the opportunity for greater diffusion of both 

knowledge and experience will be present and will have 

to be weighed against the advantages of better economics 

and reduced incentives to build small national reprocess

ing facilities. 

In another respect, the nonproliferation in

adequacies and dangers of KHCs are similar to those of 

national facilities. While MNCs may be less vulnerable 

to diversion or use for other than declared purposes, 

the recovered Pu will be a weapons-usable material, 

directly or with some additional effort. Large-scale 

production and widespread shipment to member states of 

such material cannot easily avoid proliferation risks. 

Measures of plutonium management to erect barriers against 

diversion or misuse of recovered materials are discussed 

in Section C. Their effectiveness remains to be 

established. 

One other variant deserves mention and further 

analysis. The preceding discussion assumes that repro

cessing, storage and fuel fabrication would take place 

in MNCs and that power reactors would be located in 

member states. In some cases, fuel containing plutonium 

would be sent to these dispersed national LWRs or breeders. 

Another possible mode of operation, however, would involve 
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breeders or converters operated primarily to produce fuel 

for thermal reactors. Under such "symbiotic" systems, 

being studied in Working Groups 5 and 8, breeders and 

all plutonium-burning reactors might be limited to MNCs 

with attendant strengthening of safeguards against 

Plutonium diversion. Fuel for the dispersed reactors 

would be U-233 produced in the MNCs from fertile 

thorium; such fresh fuel would be shipped in low-enriched 

mixture with natural uranium. The proliferation 

resistance of this type of operation is complex because of 

the trade-off between reduced risks associated with 

widespread plutonium use and possible increased risks of 

a fresh fuel (LEU-233) which might be more easily enriched 

than present-day LEU involving U-235. The economics of 

this type of operation is also more complex because of 

the constraints inherent in the symbiotic system. The 

institutional feasibility must be reexamined as more 

information becomes available in the course of INFCE 

deliberations. 

f. National Facilities Under International Auspices 

Rather than establishing new multinational 

facilities, the advantages attributed to MNCs might be 

sought by bringing present or future national reprocessing 

and associated facilities under international auspices. 
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Management and operation of facilities would 

under this approach retain the presumed advantages of 

simplicity and efficiency from national responsibility. 

The proliferation advantages anticipated from MNCs (en

hanced barriers against national appropriation and use 

of the facility for other than declared purposes, reduced 

incentives to the spread of national facilities, and en

hanced safeguards) would be sought by the negotiated 

presence of nationalities other than the host in selected 

activities, of which materials accounting might be most 

important. Assurance of availability of services and 

materials might be increased by equity participation 

in ownership with proportionate claim on deliveries and 

representation on a policy organ of the facility. 

Just how practical such a hvbrid arrangement 

might be, and what it would contribute to confidence of 

participants in reliability of supply, would need to be 

examined in particular cases. The nonproliferation bene

fits would require similar study; taken in the abstract, 

the barriers appear weaker than is the case of MNCs. 

Despite these uncertainties, the alternative may have 

current relevance if only because national facilities exist 

and additional means of enhancing international confidence 

that their operation will not bring unacceptable prolifera

tion risks may need to be devised. If forms of "inter-
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national auspices" can be defined which would have sub

stantial rather than merely symbolic value in making 

national facilities, safer from proliferation and more 

satisfactory as suppliers of fuel and fuel cycle services, 

this approach might constitute an easier next step to 

negotiate and implement. 

g. International Nuclear Fuel Authority 

The most comprehensive institutional alternative 

for the conduct of sensitive fuel cycle activities would 

be an authority with exclusive responsibility for repro

cessing and plutonium management on a worldwide basis. 

Such an authority could also have responsibilities for 

supply of nuclear fuel and handling of spent fuel. Other 

than scope, the arrangements for managing sensitive 

facilities, and the resulting proliferation benefits and 

risks, under this alternative would be generally similar 

to those for MNCs as discussed under the preceding 

alternative. 

This concept might be viewed as an extreme 

one. There are a host of potential problems, legal, 

economic and operational, which attend international 

ownership, jurisdiction and authority, as well as 

questions of objectivity and effectiveness where operation 

of vital and sensitive functions are concerned. Never

theless, this concept covers a broad class of possible 
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arrangements not all of which are necessarily to be rele

gated to the longer term. In brief, the arrangements 

might vary from those in which the international authority 

owns and operates the sensitive facilities under its 

jurisdiction, to ones in which the authority exercises 

essential nonproliferation-related functions such as 

physical security, safeguards, materials control, and 

regulation of the flow of Plutonium, but with operating 

responsibility remaining in national or regional hands. 

In the latter case the facilities would operate under 

international auspices and would no longer be under the 

full sovereign control of the host (and perhaps managing) 

state, but a two-tiered structure might be used to 

simplify operations. 

A potential feature of this broad approach would 

be the ability of the global authority to extend effective 

supply assurances, for the fuel cycle steps within its 

areas of responsibility, based upon its capacity to allo

cate nuclear materials or services from a wide variety of 

sources, from members or its own operations. This 

advantage would be maximized if the global authority had 

responsibility not only for reprocessing or other back-

end fuel cycle activities, but for supply assurances for 

uranium and enrichment services as well. The ability to 

offer these services could constitute an important incentive 
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for the creation of such an authority and for the acceptance 

of its nonproliferation controls. However, to serve its 

purposes the membership would need to be very broad. 

Potential members can be expected to assess very carefully 

whether such an authority would indeed be a reliable 

supplier of materials and services, or whether reliance 

might better be placed on (for example) a diversity of 

independent national or multinational sources of supply. 

As noted at the outset, any of the various 

institutional approaches identified in this paper would 

take on a specific form shaped to the actual fuel cycle 

alternatives to which they would be applied. Fuel cycles 

which involve the separation and reuse of fully decontami

nated plutonium raise the question of providing appro

priate proliferation resistance to the product until 

insertion and irradiation in reactors render it relatively 

inaccessible. In addition to technical and physical 

security measures, there might be included under the 

jurisdiction of the authority not only plutonium storage 

but control of the flow of plutonium through regulation 

of separation and release rates, as well as authority to 

specify the physical form and security of the material 

during fabrication and shipment. Some have even observed* 

*DOE/ET-0040/2, "Barnwell Nuclear Fuels Plant Applicability 
Study", Vol. II, Section 6.1.2.6. 
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that the exercise of physical security over facilities and 

transport of sensitive materials by an international body 

could have important additional nonproliferation benefits 

by changing the nature of an act of seizure in a funda

mental way. 

The feasibility and acceptability of such 

institutional innovations will not quickly be understood 

and agreed. While more gradual approaches to improving 

the nonproliferation characteristics of nuclear power 

programs may be selected in the immediate future, there 

may also be benefit to constant examination of more 

comprehensive solutions, whose feasibility and value may 

increase with time. 

C. Plutonium Management Alternatives 

1. The Nature of the Problem 

The July 1978 IAEA paper on "International 

Management and Storage of Plutonium and Spent Fuel" begins 

with a succinct statement of the problem: 

"1. The need for international arrangements for 
the storage and management of separated Pu arises from the 
fact that for at least two decades its production will be 
in excess of the amounts needed.... In certain cases 
separation of Pu before it is needed is likely to entail 
proliferation risk* (and presumably unnecessary costs) 
arising from the spread of scattered stockpiles. No 
international storage scheme could entirely eliminate these 
proliferation risks. A completely rational approach might 
therefore be to weigh the pros and cons of separating Pu 
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and storing it under international auspices against those 
of deferring reprocessing. A realistic approach must, 
however, take account of the certainty that increasing 
quantities of Pu will be separated in a number of countries. 
An international storage system, which also embodies rules 
for the controlled release of separated Pu, would mitigate 
the ensuing risks." 

The paper then proceeds to examine the specific case of an 

international storage system for separated plutonium. 

The scope of INFCE is, of course, broader than the 

one alternative examined in the IAEA paper. It includes 

serious examination of the alternative, there only mentioned 

as a theoretical possibility, of deferring reprocessing. 

If reprocessing and separation of plutonium are to proceed, 

they should do so under an appropriate nonproliferation 

regime. 

Any institutional regime applicable to plutonium 

could be required to meet such tests as the following: 

a. Will countries requiring plutonium as fuel 

for breeders be assured of obtaining it 

— by reprocessing spent fuel in their facilities 

or those operated by others; or 

— by purchase or exchange? 

b. Will the arrangements governing separation, 

storage, shipment and use of plutonium be generally 

accepted, especially by suppliers of natural and enriched 

uranium, so that reactor operations can be planned 

confidently? 
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c. Will the arrangements, both technical and 

institutional, which govern plutoniun separation, storage, 

shipment, and use, reduce risks of diversion and prolifera

tion to an acceptable minimum? 

2. Present Situation 

Plutonium is produced in current reactor fuel in 

the course of reactor operation and electric power genera

tion. For recovery of plutonium for use as a fuel (or as 

an explosive), reprocessing is necessary. 

Currently there is no consensus regarding the use 

of plutonium in reactors, as to urgency or economics or 

diversion risks: 

— Some states have deferred both use of plutonium 

as fuel in LWRs or commercial breeders, and 

commercial reprocessing of spent fuel; 

— Some countries have (or plan to have) national 

reprocessing facilities to separate plutonium 

from spent fuel, followed by storage, use in 

R&D, or use as fuel in experimental breeders 

or thermal recycle; 

— Some fuel suppliers exercise veto rights over 

reprocessing of spent fuel originating with them 

and M do some reprocessors) over disposition of 

extracted plutonium; reprocessing states, as well 
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as their prospective customers, may therefore 

be constrained as to their use of recovered 

plutonium as well as of spent fuel. 

The present diversity in viewpoint and policy is 

accompanied by political complications and planning un

certainties. Countries considering reprocessing of their 

spent fuel to recover the contained energy values may not 

have complete freedom of choice, and may not be able to 

plan their nuclear programs with confidence on matters 

where decisions are out of their hands and agreed guide

lines are at best partial. On the other hand, the 

diversity of practice may leave serious proliferation 

vulnerabilities in connection with plutonium reprocessing, 

storage, fabrication, shipment, and use. Until these 

vulnerabilities are reduced, some suppliers may remain 

unwilling to supply fuel and services without retaining a 

voice in the use of them or their by-products. If repro

cessing proceeds, a generally accepted plutonium management 

regime could remove some tensions and uncertainties and 

strengthen barriers against diversion and proliferation. 

3. Alternatives 

a. Deferral of Plutonium Separation 

k» National Discretion as to Separation and 
Disposition of Plutonium under IAEA Safeguards 

It is conceivable that one or the other of these 
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contrasting alternatives will gain a consensus after INFCE. 

Either countries now planning recovery and use of plutonium 

as fuel would conclude that the economic and other justifi

cations are not strong enough to outweigh the disadvantages 

of proceeding at this time (alternative a-); or countries 

presently unprepared to accept early reprocessing of spent 

fuel supplied by them would drop their objections, provided 

reprocessing and use of separated plutonium were under 

full and effective IAEA safeguards (alternative b.). 

Neither of these simple outcomes is predictable. 

Countries favoring separation and use of plutonium in the 

near future may make a persuasive case on grounds of 

resource utilization, energy requirements, and technical 

maturity; even so, serious questions will remain as to the 

adequacy of IAEA safeguards alone against misuse of 

separated plutonium, unless supplemented by additional 

technical and institutional measures. Such important 

questions will need to find persuasive answers if the 

current reluctance of some suppliers — not only governments, 

but effective public and legislative opinion — is to be 

overcome and plutonium separation and use are to be accepted. 

Conversely, states now planning to proceed with re

processing and separation of plutonium may defer those 

plans; nevertheless, the situation would remain that a 
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considerable amount of plutonium is already separated or 

in process, and that breeder developmental and demonstration 

projects are in train. The need for breeder R&D, at least 

against the contingency that it will be needed a few decades 

hence, is not contested by any major participant in INFCE. 

Thus the problem of managing plutonium is to some extent 

already with us, and may well intensify in the near future. 

Regardless of the resolution of the near-term commercial 

use of plutonium fuels, there is a present case for 

examining whether there are ways to strengthen international 

measures, technical and institutional, to guard against 

misuse of plutonium and reduce fears of misuse that hamper 

planning for its utilization as reactor fuel. 

c. Agreed Code of Practice for Plutonium at National 
Facilities 

If plutonium is to be separated and used, then 

at the very least the conditions under which this is done 

should be proliferation resistant and codified. Reprocessing 

might be limited to a minimum number of secure national 

facilities. Conversion and fabrication could be colocated 

with reprocessing to minimize shipment with its attendant 

vulnerability to seizure or accident. By agreement — 

either general or ad hoc — among fuel suppliers, reactor 

operators, and reprocessors, accessibility of weapons* 

usable plutonium could be reduced by such measures as: 
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— Maintaining a radiation barrier through partial 

decontamination, spiking, or irradiation; 

— Maintaining a chemical separation barrier 

through coprocessing or blending, plus perhaps shipment 

from reprocessing centers to reactors in the form of fully 

fabricated fuel elements. (In the case of the thorium 

cycle, U-233 could be denatured to add an isotopic 

barrier.) 

— Pu would not be shipped to reactors or research 

facilities until needed, and international shipment would 

be under strict physical security; 

— Insertion of fuel elements into reactors, 

after which they would be protected by radiation, would be 

prompt and would be monitored and verified by IAEA. 

Such measures, to the extent they were adhered 

to, would provide some regulation of plutonium traffic, 

and some useful barriers to diversion or seizure. For 

nations with a reprocessing capability or potential, 

however, such means would not eliminate the presence of 

plutonium in readily separable form. The value of the 

various possible barriers is yet to be e-sessed? the 

barriers will be costly and add to operating problems. 

In the near future, plutonium is projected to be generated 

at a rate well in excess of anticipated use for thermal 
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recycle or breeder start-up; if reprocessing proceeds in 

order to build up plutonium inventories or as part of 

waste management strategy, growing plutonium stocks are 

in prospect with corresponding growing risks, 

d. International Storage of Plutonium 

Storage arrangements can be envisaged, under 

international operation or supervision, which would enhance 

physical security and safeguards over plutonium stocks. 

Storage might be provided at the site of reprocessing 

facilities, or at special regional or national repositories 

arranged and perhaps managed by the IAEA or another inter

national body. The July 1978 IAEA paper on "International 

Management and Storage of Plutonium and Spent Fuel" dis

cusses operational, economic, and proliferation aspects 

of such activities pursuant to Article XII.A.5 of the 

IAEA Statute. 

Release conditions applicable to plutonium under 

such storage regimes would have both operational and pro

liferation significance. States may wish to be able to 

withdraw plutonium on demand for civilian power uses under 

IAEA safeguards. The language of Article XII.A.5, makes 

clear however that such withdrawals must be for specific 

uses and that plutonium in excess of what is needed for 

such specified uses may be required to be deposited with 

the IAEA. The validity of stated needs for withdrawal, 
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and the existence of any excess stocks of plutonium in 

national hands, would be susceptible to IAEA verification. 

A system offering these features is outlined and assessed 

in the July 1978 IAEA paper. 

Such a system would have benefits but also limi

tations. Storage arrangements would be directed at 

countering the diversion and proliferation risks of only one 

stage of the fuel cycle/ albeit an important one. The 

risks of diversion and proliferation associated with the 

flow of plutonium in the preceding stages of reprocessing 

and shipment, and the subsequent stages of fabrication, 

shipment, and use, would remain to be dealt with. The 

technical and procedural barriers mentioned in the preceding 

subsection, with their associated advantages and disadvan

tages, could be considered in conjunction with any storage 

regime. 

e* International Nuclear Fuel Authority 

International management, supervision, and/or 

control might be extended beyond storage and release of 

separated plutonium. While the scope of an appropriate 

institution could vary greatly, at the broadest, what might 

be envisaged is an international nuclear fuel authority. 

The scope of such an authority might begin with 

fuel services and supplies, and establishment of repositories 
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for the storage of spent nuclear reactor fuel; study of 

these activities is the responsibility of other INFCE 

working groups. Plutonium and uranium in spent fuel, 

however, also represent an energy resource. If it becomes 

economic to tap this source in the interest of fuller 

utilization of uranium resources, appropriate international 

arrangements among suppliers, reprocessors, and reactor 

operators will be required. If a broad enough agreement could 

be reached, a comprehensive structured institution — an 

international nuclear fuel authority — could offer 

advantages over looser arrangements: 

— It could facilitate informed decisions as to 

balanced utilization of new natural uranium or low en

riched fuel, and recovered uranium and plutonium; 

— It could provide a framework for establishing 

a value and appropriate credit for plutonium contained 

in spent fuel, as a market emerges for such fuel; 

— Such an authority might, in the interests of 

keeping to a minimum the amounts of separated weapons-

usable plutonium, review national programs or bilateral 

arrangements for reprocessing spent fuel, to insure that 

reprocessing corresponded to specific needs for peaceful 

uses and did not lead to accumulation of stocks; 

— Safeguards against diversion might be 

strengthened by actual international involvement in or 
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responsibility for operation of materials accounting 

systems and for monitoring and surveillance in sensitive 

facilities such as reprocessing or fabrication plants, or 

storage of plutonium and spent fuel; the effectiveness 

should be greater than from monitoring and surveillance 

and verification of purely national systems, although prob

lems of protecting proprietary or other sensitive technology 

would have to be resolved. 

In the period ahead of us, ad hoc arrangements 

may be worked out progressively and extended as practical. 

Over the longer term, the most effective control and 

support of nuclear programs may come from a broad inter

national authority which would combine provisions for 

assurance of supply with arrangements for reprocessing 

and plutonium management, and perhaps spent fuel and waste 

management as well. Thus there are operational and economic 

reasons of assurance of supply, as well as nonproliferation 

ones, for considering the broadest feasible institutional 

framework. In the transitional period, which may be 

lengthy, attention should be given to defining and building 

toward a comprehensive eventual solution, and to avoiding 

actions which will raise barriers to such solutions. 

D. Concluding Comments 

Nuclear trade and cooperation, and exploitation of 
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nuclear power, are viewed as essential by most nations to 

meet growing energy requirements. These activities are 

currently hampered by differences in policies and planning 

assumptions. INFCE seeks better understanding of the 

reasons for the differences and of the ways in which they 

might be resolved. The present situation does not serve 

well the interests of countries with nuclear programs, 

whether suppliers or consumers; nor does it adequately serve 

the goals of nuclear nonproliferation. Institutional measures 

which attract general support — in ordering the procedures 

and conditions for nuclear trade and cooperation, and in 

introducing useful technical or safeguards or organizational 

innovations to reduce proliferation risks — could be one 

of the routes to improvement. 

The alternatives outlined in this paper are simplified 

and arbitrary. Their elements can be combined or separated 

in many ways. They are presented not as definitive analyses 

but rather as a basis for identifying the institutional 

approaches or measures which Working Group 4 night wish to 

examine and evaluate more thoroughly. In so doing, the 

brief presentation of advantages and disadvantages in 

this paper would, of course, be altered or corrected by 

the results of studies now underway in Working Group 4 and 

elsewhere in INFCE, on alternative reactor types and fuel 

cycles, and on proliferation vulnerabilities and measures 
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to enhance resistance. 

While strengthening of the institutions relating to 

peaceful uses of nuclear energy is imperative and can 

contribute to reduction of proliferation risks, institu

tional arrangements would leave open significant prolifera

tion risks to the extent that they leave free the spread 

of sensitive materials, facilities, and technology. No 

near-term "solution" is evident to the dangers of nuclear 

proliferation; there are risks with any nuclear fuel 

cycle. When plutonium in quantity is separated, and 

widely dispersed and used, risks are of a high order. 

These risks, with the partial mitigation which can be 

achieved by technical measures, improved safeguards, or 

organizational arrangements, will have to be set against 

the energy and economic case for proceeding with reprocess

ing for recycle as thermal or breeder reactor fuel, in 

order to make a net assessment. Alternatives other than 

plutonium use must be factored into the evaluation. All 

such factors are functions of time; at any given period, 

the benefits seen in plutonium use may or may not outweigh 

the risks. Examining the contribution of selected possible 

institutional measures is worthwhile, both to make an in

formed comparison of risks and benefits, and to help in 

proceeding prudently to the extent that plutonium may 

eventually come to be used as fuel. 


